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A sleeper hit
Moon Point is a heartfelt, affecting indie comedy
Movie Title: Moon Point (Plays Friday, 3 p.m. at the Gimli International Film Festival (Lady of the Lake Theatre, Venue 2))
Our Rating:     
By: Nicholas Friesen
25/07/2012 3:39 PM | Comments: 0

This Toronto indie comedy is a sweet surprise — it’s got loads of laugh-out-loud moments, great performances, and
takes a few old cliches that, in the hands of less hungry actors, would have been rattled off without a care in the world.
Instead, these bit-part actors deliver sincere and natural performances, bringing realism to this surreal love story. 

Darryl (Nick McKinley) is what one might imagine Bill from Freaks and Geeks would grow up to be: a twentysomething
with the attention span of "a Ritalin kid in a toy store" who still lives with his mom (played by Linda Kash, the
Philadelphia Cream Cheese Angel) and has absolutely no drive whatsoever. Early on in the flick we meet these two at
an engagement party for Darryl’s cousin and are quickly shown that he is the black sheep. With no date to his cousin’s
wedding, he decides to find his grade school crush, actress Sarah Cherry (Kristen Gutoskie) who is shooting a film a
few towns over in Moon Point. 

His only friend, a wheelchair-bound paper boy nicknamed Femur (Kyle Mac), has just souped up his electric scooter
and the two decide to take it on the road to find Sarah Cherry. A good road movie allows its protagonists to come
across a varying degree of hilarious secondary characters, and this one does at every turn. There’s the ice cream
truck driver with a foot fetish, a psychotic, gun-toting inn keeper, an alcoholic in a banana suit, a paintball wielding-
karaoke contest loser, comedian Jessica Holmes, a perverted filmmaker and Kristin (Paula Brancati, Jane from
Degrassi), a girl on the run after a bad breakup. As Kristen joins up with the two outcasts, there’s some moments
you’d expect, some you might not, but no matter what, it’s always entertaining. 
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The humour can be crude at times, but, like the moments you forgot from the first American Pie film (which was, at its
heart, an indie flick), the gags are rooted in a sweetness that many big budget/heavily improvised films seem to forget
about. 

Not only is the film incredibly tight, it’s good looking, too (not something many films with a budget under a $100,000
get away with). It’s a perfect example of a simple idea not needing "stars" (which would take a film well into the $5
million range) to tell its story successfully. That, and the soundtrack (which includes music from Basia Bulat, Nathan
Lawr, Great Lake Swimmers and Cuff the Duke to name a few) fits perfectly over the beautiful nature shots of Ontario.

It’s a satisfying film that has a little something for everyone. From the handmade opening credits sequence to the
chemistry of the entire cast, this film had my heart — and it’s likely to grab yours, too.
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